The solution for professional
work and promotional apparel

KINGDOM

With over 25 years of providing graphic design and custom apparel, our goal is to provide
quality service and quality workwear to businesses of all sizes and types. From industrial work
shirts, promotional wear, to executive wear. Our customers are essential to our success, so
quality of service is our way of saying thank you for using us and we aim to offer the ﬁnest service
as possible. Leave the heavy lifting to us, let us take your ideas and brand to next level. We only
use quality apparel from leading manufacturers in the business.
So, no matter the needs, Kingdom Wear has the solutions customer’s demand.
Creating and maintaining a universal and branded apparel line for your valuable staff can be
challenging, particularly in the industrial and commercial industries where a variety of garments
and styles are often required to serve the distinct needs of multiple departments and various
employees. That’s where Kingdom Wear Customs comes in.
A well-designed and managed work and promotional apparel line from Kingdom Wear
Customs not only delivers the professional employee image you want, it can also help keep your
personnel professional looking and in regulatory compliance. Whether it’s traditional industrial
clothing, masks or image-enhancing business essentials like hi-visiblility or polo shirts, Kingdom
Wear Customs offers the right workwear options for employees in all areas of your business.
And our large selection and variety of fabric choices will match your brand and performance
needs. In addition, a dedicated Kingdom Wear Customs workwear and promotional apparel
programs can help keep your create an environment that is brand focused that promotes the
quality of your professional services and who you are as a company.

KINGDOM
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thekingdomwear.com/customs

Professional solutions for all of your
workwear and promotional needs
Kingdom Wear managed apparel purchasing combine
cutting-edge design, administration with specialized uniform
production services to help procure garment functionality and
enhance your professional business image.
With a professionally managed Kingdom Wear Customs program,
we can deliver new apparel as needed so your workers represent
the company brand looking their best always. Marketing and
Promotional events leave the promotional attire and giveaways to
our staff who can manage and deliver for you.
You have a lot of responsibilities, so don’t let staff apparel add to
your stress. Trust Kingdom Wear Customs to keep your team in
professional-looking apparel that enhance your business image
and allow you to focus on what you do best—delivering great
products and services.
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The products shown here
are just an example of our
comprehensive garments,
gear, and branded service
offerings for any industry. If
you don’t see what you’re
looking for, simply inquire
with your Kingdom Wear
representative.

Custom Apparel | 844.516.4306
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Industrial Workwear
MIMIXTM Ripstop Work Shirts

This short sleeve work shirt has a specially placed ﬂex
panel to provide maximum mobility and is made with
a lightweight ripstop fabric that is extra durable and
breathable too. Combined with its premium look, it is
quite possibly the best shirt you can put to work.
COLORS:

MEN’S LONG SLEEVE

WOMEN’S LONG SLEEVE

MEN’S SHORT SLEEVE

WOMEN’S SHORT SLEEVE

Regular: S - 4XL Long: S - 4XL
Regular: S - 4XL Long: S - 4XL

Regular: S - 4XL Long: S - 4XL
Regular: S - 4XL Long: S - 4XL

Exclusive (and patent pending) MIMIX™ ﬂex panels
increase freedom of movement
Exclusive Ripstop Fabric is lightweight and breathable
but 75% stronger than common workwear fabrics
Performance stretch fabric provides additional
breathability where you need it most
Moisture-wicking ﬁnish keeps you cool and dry when
you need it most
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Performance Plus Shop Shirt with Oilblok Technology

Design, performance and technology come together
to make this the ultimate work shirt. Covered snaps
keep paint jobs and other projects protected, while
underarm mesh gussets deliver increased range of
motion and breathability.
COLORS:

MEN’S LONG SLEEVE

Regular: S - 5XL Long: S - 4XL

MEN’S SHORT SLEEVE

Regular: S - 5XL Long: S - 4XL

COLORS:

WOMEN’S LONG SLEEVE WOMEN’S SHORT SLEEVE
Regular: XS - 3XL

Regular: XS - 3XL

Exclusive OilBlok Technology repels the toughest auto ﬂuids,
including oil, keeping shirts looking newer for longer
Exclusive Ripstop Fabric is lightweight and breathable but
75% stronger than common workwear fabrics
Flex stretch panels offer improved mobility and breathability
Underarm mesh gussets deliver increased range of motion
and breathable comfort
Covered snaps keep paint jobs protected - part of the
ZeroSkratch collection of worry-free workwear

Custom Apparel | 844.516.4306
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Industrial Work Shirts

With a classic look, this shirt is a closet staple for workers
in nearly any occupation or industry. Touchtex™
technology provides enhanced soil release, color
retention and a wickable ﬁnish, helping you look sharp
day after day.

COLORS:

MEN’S LONG SLEEVE

Regular: S - 6XL Long: S - 6XL

MEN’S SHORT SLEEVE

Regular: S - 6XL Long: S - 6XL

A left pocket pencil stall keeps you organized and ready
for action
Touchtex Technology provides breathable comfort,
lasting colors and stain resistance
Requires minimum ironing thanks to a wrinkle-resistant
ﬁnish
Fits True to Size

Snap-Front Cotton Coveralls

When it comes to your job, size matters. Our essential
coverall is sized to be worn over clothes while still
giving you plenty of room to move and work. This
cotton coverall is made from 100% preshrunk cotton
so you and your team always get the right size.
COLORS:
100% Cotton for all-day, on-the-job comfort
Covered Snaps keep painted surfaces polished and protected
Styled to be worn over clothes
Two side pockets, two chest pockets, two back patch pockets
and a ruler pocket provide ample storage for tools and personal
items
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Ofﬁce

Performance Knit Pocketless Polo

Stay cool and comfortable in this lightweight yet
durable polo. Featuring moisture wicking, superior
color retention, and a straight bottom hem, this polo
is totally pro.

COLORS:

MEN’S SHORT SLEEVE WOMEN’S SHORT SLEEVE
Regular: S - 6XL

Regular: XS - 3XL

COLORS:

MEN’S LONG SLEEVE
Regular: S - 6XL

WOMEN’S LONG SLEEVE
Regular: XS - 3XL

Lightweight but extra durable
Advanced moisture wicking keeps you cool under pressure while
superior color retention keeps you looking sharp all day long
Straight hem looks professional when tucked in or left out
Classic relaxed polo ﬁt. Longer length with straight hem can be
worn untucked
SpotShield 50/50 Sport Shirt

Stay cool and comfortable in this lightweight yet
durable polo. Featuring SpotShield fabric repels
water and most oil-based spills.

COLORS:

MEN’S SHORT SLEEVE
Regular: S - 5XL

COLORS:

WOMEN’S SHORT SLEEVE
Regular: S - 2XL

COLORS:

MEN’S LONG SLEEVE
Regular: S - 2XL

Custom Apparel | 844.516.4306
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Promos / Events

Gildan DryBlend 50/50 Unisex Short and Long Sleeve T-Shirt

With moisture-wicking technology, made from 50%
preshrunk cotton and 50% polyester, double stitching
throughout, a seamless collar

COLORS:

UNISEX SHORT SLEEVE
Regular: S - 5XL

COLORS:

UNISEX LONG SLEEVE
Regular: XS - 3XL

5.5 oz., pre-shrunk 50/50 cotton/polyester
DryBlend technology delivers moisture-wicking properties
Double-needle stitched neckline, bottom hem and sleeves
Quarter-turned
Seamless seven-eighths inch collar
Taped neck and shoulders
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Bella Canvas T-Shirt Unisex Short and Long Sleeve

If you’re looking for a stylish, well-ﬁtting T-shirt, then
you’ve come to the right place. Our 3001 Bella
Canvas t-shirts are retail quality and it isn’t difﬁcult to
see why. With added side seams for a quality ﬁt,
unisex sizing, shoulder taping, and 100% combed
ringspun cotton, it ranks as a top favorite product.

COLORS:

UNISEX LONG SLEEVE
Regular: XS - 4XL

COLORS:

UNISEX LONG SLEEVE
Regular: XS - 2XL

Triblends are 3.8 oz., 50/25/25 polyester/airlume combed and
ringspun cotton/rayon
Side seams, retail ﬁt
Coverstitched collar
2 rib cuffs
Tearaway label

Custom Apparel | 844.516.4306
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Outerwear
Solid Team Jacket

Keep it comfortable and light in our waist-length, unlined
team jacket. Complete with a rib knit collar, waistband,
and cuffs, this clean look will complement your style, at
work or at home.
COLORS:

SOLID TEAM JACKET

Regular: S - 6XL Long: S - 6XL

Available in lined and unlined styles
Handy Sleeve Pocket keeps pens, gauges and small tools within
reach
Mid-Length
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Deluxe Soft Shell Jacket

Built to keep you looking good and feeling warm, this
jacket does it all. This soft shell jacket is water-resistant,
wind-resistant, and tough enough to handle industrial
laundering. It also has a zippered chest pocket with a
pass-through for headphones so you can play as hard as
you work.

COLORS:

DELUXE SOFT SHELL JACKET
Regular: S - 4XL

Fabric has four-way stretch for comfort and ease of movement
Fleece lining for added warmth
Zippered chest pocket with interior pass-through for headphones
Adjustable drawstring bottom and snaps at cuffs
Durable Water Repellent (DWR) Finish protects from the
inevitable spills, splashes and Mother Nature

Custom Apparel | 844.516.4306
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Lightweight Bomber Jacket

Our Lightweight Bomber Jacket has water resistant
82gm 100% polyester fabric with a zip front closure.
Soft to the touch, versatile, and great for layering, this
lightweight windbreaker Bomber jacket packs easily
and is great for all weather conditions.
COLORS:

LIGHTWEIGHT BOMBER JACKET
Regular: XS - 3XL

Waterproof Pressure Resistance: 600 mm
#5 Vislon Zipper
Self neck tape
Tear away neck label
Welt pockets
Locker loop in center back
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Lorem ipsum

Heavyweight Parka

Our Heavyweight Parka is prepared for the harshest work
environments with a turtleneck-style collar, hip-length
coverage, and a storm ﬂap with secure nylon snap
closure. Its detachable hood stands any changes in the
weather while concealed zipper pockets offer water
resistance.

COLORS:

HEAVYWEIGHT PARKA

Regular: S - 5XL Long: S - 5XL

Water-repellent fabric protects for spills, splashes and mother nature
Detachable hood provides ﬂexibility
Plenty of pockets provide storage for the tools of the trade
Adjustable bungee cord waist
Hip length

Custom Apparel | 844.516.4306
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Heavy Blend Full-Zip Hooded Sweatshirt

Are you trying to ﬁnd the most popular, highest quality
hooded sweatshirt for your design? Then look no further
than Gildan 18500 hooded sweatshirts wholesale. Our
most popular hoodie, the Gildan Full-Zip hoodie is made of
50% cotton and 50% polyester for a luxurious feel. With pill
resistant air jet yarn, a pouch pocket and drawstrings,
double stitching, double lining.

COLORS:

HEAVY BLEND FULL-ZIP HOODED SWEATSHIRT
Regular: S - 5XL

Reduced pilling and softer air-jet spun yarn
Double-lined hood with color-matched drawcord
1x1 athletic rib knit cuffs and waistband with spandex
Double needle stitching at waistband and cuffs
Quarter-turned
Tearaway label
Heavy Blend Hooded Sweatshirt

Are you trying to ﬁnd the most popular, highest quality
hooded sweatshirt for your design? Then look no further
than Gildan 18500 hooded sweatshirts wholesale. Our
most popular hoodie, the Gildan Full-Zip hoodie is made
of 50% cotton and 50% polyester for a luxurious feel. With
pill resistant air jet yarn, a pouch pocket and drawstrings,
double stitching, double lining.
COLORS:

HEAVY BLEND HOODED SWEATSHIRT
Regular: S - 5XL

50/50 cotton/polyester
Reduced pilling and softer air-jet spun yarn
1x1 athletic rib-knit cuffs and waistband with spandex
Unlined hood with matching drawstring
Metal kissing zipper
Double needle stitching at waistband and cuffs
Quarter-turned
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Masks

Hanes Wicking Cotton Masks

Hanes face masks are here! Our non-medical-grade
mask is soft, washable and reusable. With three
layers of coverage, our breathable, 100% cotton
mask is designed for comfortable everyday wear
and features Cool Comfort™ moisture-wicking
fabric. The ear loops are constructed from soft
cotton yarn with internal rubber banding for a comfy
personalized ﬁt, while the adjustable nosepiece and
front panel pleats provide contoured facial coverage.
COLORS:

NON-MEDICAL GRADE MASKS
One Size Fits All

Shall not be used in a clinical setting where the infection risk level
through inhalation exposure is high.
Shall not be used in the presence of a high intensity heat source or
ﬂammable gas.
Fabric touching skin: 100% cotton.
May contain silver and/or copper.
Dispose after 20 washes.
This product has not been FDA cleared or approved.

Branded Essentials

This is branded material for marketing purposes or giveaways at an event or trade show. We are
meticulous down to every crossing of a t to the doting of an i. We want your products to look great
and present your brand in a effective and efﬁcient way. If you do not see an item listed here does
not mean we do not carry it. Please ask your Sales Executive for any items you may need.
BAGS
- Totes
- Sportpacks
- Backpacks
- Duffel Bags
- Coolers

NOVELTY
- Golf Balls
- Fidget Spinners
- Stress Balls

DRINKWARE
- Mugs
- Glasses
- Mason Jars
- Plastic Cups
- HydroFlasks
- Yeti Tumblers

TECHNOLOGY
- Flash Drives
- Charging Cables
- PopSockets
- Phone Cases
- Tablet / iPad Cases

PENS
- Stylus Pens
- Gel Pens
- Retractable Pens
- Rollerball Pens
- Executive Pens

Custom Apparel | 844.516.4306
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Hi-Visibility

Gildan DryBlend 50/50 Unisex Short and Long Sleeve T-Shirt

With moisture-wicking technology, made from 50%
preshrunk cotton and 50% polyester, double stitching
throughout, a seamless collar
UNISEX SHORT SLEEVE UNISEX LONG SLEEVE
Regular: S - 5XL

Regular: XS - 3XL

COLORS:
5.5 oz., pre-shrunk 50/50 cotton/polyester
DryBlend technology delivers moisture-wicking properties
Double-needle stitched neckline, bottom hem and sleeves
Quarter-turned
Seamless seven-eighths inch collar
Taped neck and shoulders

Enhanced Visibility Work Shirt

With moisture-wicking technology, made from 50%
preshrunk cotton and 50% polyester, double stitching
throughout, a seamless collar
SHORT AND LONG SLEEVE
Regular: S - 3XL Long: S - 3XL

COLORS:
UPF 40 rating for extra protection from harmful UVA and UVB rays
Two chest pockets with pencil stall to store tools of the trade
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Enhanced Visibility Industrial Work Shirt

You work too hard to go unnoticed. With enhanced
visibility trim around the body, across back, and
down the sleeves, you’ll stand out while you get the
job done. Touchtex technology adds color retention,
soil release, and wickability to make sure this shirt
works as hard as you.
SHORT AND LONG SLEEVE

Regular: S - 4XL Long: S - 4XL

COLORS:
Touchtex Technology provides breathable comfort, lasting colors
and stain resistance
Button-thru chest pockets to store tools of the trade
Be seen with 2 ½ in. yellow/silver/yellow enhanced visibility trim
around body below pockets, down both sleeves and across back
shoulder to shoulder

Hi-Visibility T-Shirt

Our Performance Hi-Visibility Shirt Sleeve T-Shirt is designed to
keep you comfortable and visible no matter the job at hand. Water
and wind-resistant fabric with 4-way stretch moves with you while
front and back reﬂective striping provides 360o visibility.
SHORT SLEEVE

Regular: S - 6XL Long: S - 6XL

COLORS:
2" Silver Segmented Reﬂective Striping
Hi-Visibility Short Sleeve Type R, Class 2 T-Shirt

Safety never felt more comfortable. This 100% polyester short
sleeve t-shirt with cover seaming comes in a ﬂuorescent yellow with
silver reﬂective striping around the waist and over the shoulders to
keep you visible and comfortable no matter how tough the job.
SHORT AND LONG SLEEVE

Regular: S - 4XL Long: S - 4XL

COLORS:
360° visibility with front and back 2 in. silver reﬂective striping
Single chest pocket to store tools of the trade
This product complies with Type R Class 2 requirements of ANSI / ISEA 107-2015

Custom Apparel | 844.516.4306
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Hi-Visibility Safety Vest

Stand out from your surroundings with our unisex Hi-Visibility Safety
Vest, complete with 2" silver reﬂective striping on a ﬂorescent
yellow polyester fabric. With hook-and-look front closures and
adjustable sides, this vest will keep you safe and mobile while you’re
on the job.
SHORT SLEEVE

Regular: S - 6XL Long: S - 6XL

COLORS:
360° visibility with front and back 2 in. silver reﬂective striping
Hook-and-loop front closure and adjustable sides for the perfect ﬁt
This product complies with Type R Class 2 requirements of ANSI/ISEA 107-2015

Hi-Visibility Short Sleeve Ripstop Work Shirt - Type R, Class 3

SHORT AND LONG SLEEVE

Regular: M - 4XL Long: M - 4XL

Our Hi-Visibility Ripstop Work Shirt will help keep you in plain sight
in all levels of lighting. The shirt is designed with a ﬂuorescent yellow
shade with 2-inch reﬂective silver striping across the shoulders, two
around the waist, and two around the arms.
COLORS:
360° visibility with front and back 2 in. silver reﬂective striping
40 rating for extra protection from harmful UVA and UVB rays
Exclusive Ripstop Fabric is lightweight and breathable but 75% stronger than
common workwear fabrics
The only 65/35 Poly/Cotton Blend ANSI complaint fabric on the market
This product complies with Type R Class 3 requirements of ANSI / ISEA 107-2015
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Hi-Visibility Ripstop Work Shirt with MIMIXTM + OILBLOK, Type R, Class 2

Our Long Sleeve Hi-Visibility Ripstop Work Shirt with MIMIX™ and
OilBlok will ruin all other work shirts for you. Its unmatched durability,
comfort, and mobility mean this shirt can stand up to anything you
throw at it while complying with Type R Class 2 requirements.
SHORT AND LONG SLEEVE

Regular: S - 5XL Long: S - 5XL

COLORS:
Patented, color-matched MIMIX™ ﬂex mesh panels on back improve mobility
Performance mesh provides additional breathability where you need it most
360° visibility with front and back 2” silver reﬂective striping
Exclusive OilBlok Technology repels the toughest ﬂuids, including oil, keeping
shirts looking newer for longer
The only 65/35 poly/cotton blend ANSI-compliant ripstop fabric on the market
Industrial-friendly ripstop fabric is 75% stronger than other poplin workwear
fabrics
Nearly 35% more breathable and 15% lighter weight than traditional 100%
polyester
Touchtex™ Technology with superior color retention, soil release and wickability
UPF 40
This product complies with Type R Class 2 requirements of ANSI/ISEA 107-2015

Custom Apparel | 844.516.4306
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Hi-Visibility Jacket Type R, Class 2

For the serious worker who needs to be seen. Our 360° visibility
essential has a UPF 40 rating, is 100% polyester, and has 2 inch silver
reﬂective striping over the shoulders and along the adjustable waist
to keep you safe and comfortable.
HI-VISIBILITY JACKET - TYPE R, CLASS 2
Regular: 38 - 54 Long: 38 - 54

COLORS:
Be seen with 360° visibility with front and back 2 in. silver reﬂective striping
Two chest pockets with button-thru pocket ﬂaps for additional storage
Unlined but compatible with Zip-in / Zip-out Liner (LN30BK) for additional
warmth
PRODUCT COMPLIES WITH TYPE R CLASS 2 REQUIREMENTS OF ANSI/ISEA
107-2015
Hi-Visibility Soft Shell Jacket Type R , Class 3

Our Hi-Visibility Soft Shell Jacket will make sure you are seen
while keeping you warm and sheltered from the elements. It
has a water and wind-resistant exterior ﬁnish and a ﬂeece-lined
interior to retain body heat.
HI-VISIBILITY SOFT SHELL JACKET - TYPE R, CLASS 3
Regular: 38 - 54 Long: 38 - 54

COLORS:
Four-way stretch for comfort and ease of movement
Wind and water-resistant
Adjustable drawstring bottom
2 in. silver reﬂective trim
Hemmed cuffs have adjustable snaps
Enhanced Visibility Perma-lined Panel Jacket

Stay safe and stay warm with our Enhanced Visibility Perma-LIned
Panel Jack. Complete with 2-1/2" yellow and silver visibility trim running down both sleeves, across the chest, above Two inset on-seam
hand pockets pockets, this jacket will help you stand out.
ENHANCED VISIBILITY PERMA-LINED PANEL JACKET
Regular: S - 3XL Long: S - 3XL

COLORS:
Black quilted lining for additional warmth
Be seen thanks to 2 1/2 in. yellow/silver/yellow enhanced visibility trim down
both sleeves, across chest, and two stripes across back
Hip Length
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Food Service / Culinary
Waist Apron

You won’t need shortcuts in this Waist Apron. Its three-part pocket
has ample room for tools and utensils while self-ties and squared
corners make the ﬁtting always look professional. Our classic
black color stays true through industrial laundering so you always
match.
WAIST APRON

One size ﬁts all. Meant to be worn over clothes

COLORS:
Three-section front pocket
Self ties
23 in. W x 11 in. L with squared corners

Chef Designs Hat

The head of the kitchen deserves a standout crown. Our
one-size-ﬁts-all chef hat comes in a solid color and iconic
design that will show off your executive style. And thanks to the
adjustable hook-and-loop closure, you can count on the hat
staying secure even on busy days.
CHEF DESIGNS HAT
One size ﬁts all

COLORS:
Adjustable hook-and-loop closure for a perfect ﬁt

Skull Cap

This hat comes with an elastic back won’t budge, no matter how
fast you move around the kitchen. Made from a poly/cotton
twill, this lightweight cap offers comfort and a professional look
whenever you’re on the line.
SKULL CAP

Regular: M - XL

COLORS:
Strong tubular braid ties
Stain release ﬁnish

Custom Apparel | 844.516.4306
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Waist Apron

An adjustable neck strap with plastic buckle and a two-section
pocket add the ﬁnishing touches on this classic culinary favorite. The
poly/cotton blend twill is comfortable, durable, and can withstand
industrial cleaning. It’s almost as hardworking and dependable as
you.
WAIST APRON

One size ﬁts all. Meant to be worn over clothes

COLORS:
Adjustable neck strap with plastic buckle
Two-section pocket
Stain release
24 in. W x 34 in. L
Chef Coat with MIMIXTM and Oilblok

With stain-blocking technology and stretch panels for superior
mobility, our Ten Button Chef Coat will keep you comfortable
and looking good long after your coworkers have thrown in the
towel. This coat’s performance mesh also provides increased
breathability where you need it most.
CHEF COAT WITH MIMIXTM AND OILBLOK
Regular: S - 4XL

COLORS:
2" Silver Segmented Reﬂective Striping

Eight Pearl Button Chef Coat with Thermometer Pocket

With a stand up collar, thermometer pocket, and stain-resistant twill
fabric, our Eight Pearl Button Chef Coat was designed with versatility
in mind to keep you looking and feeling your best.
EIGHT PEARL BUTTON CHEF COAT
Regular: XS - 5XL

COLORS:
Double-breasted front
Non-yellowing UV buttons for long lasting whiteness through
industrial laundry processing
Left chest pocket thermometer pocket on left sleeve
Pre-shrunk with stain release ﬁnish
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Ten Knot Button Chef Coat with MIMIXTM and Oilblok

With the latest in fabric technology and classically handsome
looks, our Ten Knot Button Chef Coat is the last chef coat you
will ever need. It's packed full of features and beneﬁts to keep
you focused in the kitchen. Reach high, low, or side-to-side
with strategically placed MIMIX™ stretch panels providing
maximum mobility, and enjoy our Red Kap® exclusive OilBlok
ﬁnish that will repel oil and oil-based ﬂuids to keep your chef
coat looking new longer.
CHEF COAT WITH MIMIXTM AND OILBLOK
Regular: S - 4XL

COLORS:
Performance mesh provides additional breathability
Ten knot buttons
Double breasted and clean-ﬁnish vented cuffs
Industrial-friendly ripstop fabric with Touchtex™ technology
providing breathable comfort, lasting color and stain resistance

Custom Apparel | 844.516.4306
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Trust Kingdom Wear for branded
workwear and promotion apparel

We Look Forward To Helping Your Business!

Kingdom Wear Custom Apparel | thekingdomwear.com/customs | 844.516.4306

KINGDOM

